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Dear Dr. Morrey,

Thank you for your interest in our paper and your careful attention in revising it. We were glad to hear the positive reaction to the previous revisions. On behalf of all authors I would like to present to you the second revised version of the paper ‘Exploring the treatment delay in the care of patients with ST-elevation myocardial infarction undergoing acute percutaneous coronary intervention’ (MS: 2861301961364237). In the revised version, we have incorporated the recommended suggestions of the reviewer and the editorial office.

Reviewer: We thank the reviewer for pointing out the small but vital mistake, namely the switch of ‘yes’ and ‘no’. Consequently, we corrected the mistake and all data in the text and tables were checked rigorously. No additional mistakes were found.

Editorial Office: 1) The additional file was removed; 2) the Dutch Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport is now mentioned in the acknowledgements; 3) the keywords were placed under the abstract and the line numbers were removed in the tables; 4) the format of the manuscript was changed to match your Journal’s style.

All authors have seen and approved the revisions and the revised version of the manuscript. We hope that the changes are satisfactory and the paper is acceptable for publication in BMC Health Services Research. We look forward to your decision.

On behalf of the authors.
Sincerely yours,

Joppe Tra